
HSIE Faculty
Topic: Medieval Europe Task Number: Assessment Task 1
Date Due: Week 10, Term 1, 2022
Monday 4th April - 8HS22T, 8HS22P, 8HS22C, 8HS22L
Tuesday 5th April - 8HS22N
Weighting: 30%

Outcomes to be Assessed:
A Student:
● HT4.3 describes and assesses the motives and actions of past individuals and groups in the context of

past societies

● HT4.8 locates, selects and organises information from sources to develop and historical inquiry

● HT4.9 uses a range of historical terms and concepts when communicating an understanding of the past

● HTE4.10 selects and uses appropriate oral, written, visual and digital forms to communicate about the

past

Description of Task:

There are THREE versions of this task. Along with your class teacher, you must decide which task is
appropriate for you:

● Tier 1
● Tier 2
● Tier 3

TIER 1
We use both primary and secondary sources to help us understand the past. For Medieval Europe sources have
helped us to understand what life was like. For example, a Medieval recipe can illustrate what types of food they
liked, the different ingredients available, cooking methods and more. A painting can display the types of art styles, the
products used to make artworks, the importance of the scenes portrayed and more.

Your task is to find 6 sources that relate to Medieval Europe.  You must have at least ONE primary AND secondary
source.

You must then write a 100 word description about EACH source.

- Type of artefact/source; name of item; primary/secondary
- Purpose of artefact/source; what does it tell us?
- Date; when was the evidence produced? By who? why?

You can use either Google Slides, Google Docs, Powerpoint or Word to present your research. YOU WILL SUBMIT
YOUR TASK VIA THE CLASSROOM PLATFORM AS DIRECTED BY YOUR TEACHER.

ALL INFORMATION FROM YOUR SOURCES MUST BE IN YOUR OWN WORDS

You should also include a completely formatted bibliography with the provided sources.



TIER 2
We use both primary and secondary sources to help us understand the past. For Medieval Europe sources have

helped us to understand what life was like. For example, a Medieval recipe can illustrate what types of food they

liked, the different ingredients available, cooking methods and more. A painting can display the types of art styles, the

products used to make artworks, the importance of the scenes portrayed and more.

You will be given 2 sources as examples.  You need to find an additional 4 sources that relate to Medieval Europe.

You must then write a 100 word description about EACH OF THE SIX sources. A template has been provided to assist
you.

- Type of artefact/source; name of item; primary/secondary
- Purpose of artefact/source; what does it tell us?
- Date; when was the evidence produced? By who? why?

You can use either Google Slides, Google Docs, Powerpoint or Word present your research. YOU WILL SUBMIT YOUR
TASK VIA THE CLASSROOM PLATFORM AS DIRECTED BY YOUR TEACHER.

ALL INFORMATION FROM YOUR SOURCES MUST BE IN YOUR OWN WORDS

You should also include a completely formatted bibliography with the provided sources.

TIER 3

We use both primary and secondary sources to help us understand the past. For Medieval Europe sources have

helped us to understand what life was like. For example, a Medieval recipe can illustrate what types of food they

liked, the different ingredients available, cooking methods and more. A painting can display the types of art styles, the

products used to make artworks, the importance of the scenes portrayed and more.

Your task is to use the 6 sources supplied and write a 100 word description about each source using the scaffold
provided.

You can use either Google Slides, Google Docs, Powerpoint or Word to present your research. YOU WILL SUBMIT
YOUR TASK VIA THE CLASSROOM PLATFORM AS DIRECTED BY YOUR TEACHER.

ALL INFORMATION FROM YOUR SOURCES MUST BE IN YOUR OWN WORDS

You should also include a completely formatted bibliography with the provided source

Marking Criteria:
You will be assessed on:

● Your ability to select and organise appropriate sources
● Your ability to use the information within your sources
● Your ability to use historical terms and concepts
● Your ability to write in your own words and reference accordingly



Marking Guidelines

A

● Extensive description and assessment of all of the chosen sources to effectively describe

the motives and actions of individuals and groups in past societies.

● Demonstrates confident and independent researching skills including selecting, using

and organising varied source information. Correctly formatted bibliography with a

minimum of 6 sources.

● Submits a sustained, logical and well-presented assessment in own words, that meets

the required word count using a wide range of appropriate historical terms.

B

● Thorough description and assessment of the majority of the chosen sources to describe

the motives and actions of individuals and groups in past societies.

● Demonstrates independent researching skills including selecting, using and organising

varied source information. Mostly correctly formatted bibliography with a minimum of 6

sources.

● Submits a well-presented assessment in own words, that meets the required word count

using a range of appropriate historical terms.

C

● Sound description and/or assessment of some of the chosen sources to describe the

motives and actions of individuals and groups in past societies.

● Demonstrates sound researching skills that may include selecting, using and/or

organising source information. Some correctly formatted bibliography elements with a

minimum of 6 sources.

● Submits a mostly well-presented assessment in their own words, that mostly meets the

required word count and uses some appropriate historical terms.

D

● Basic description of some of the chosen sources to describe the motives and actions of

individuals and groups in past societies.

● Demonstrates basic researching skills that may include selecting, using and/or organising

source information. Bibliography is evident.

● Submits an assessment in mostly their own words, may or may not meet the required

word count.

E
● Elementary description of some of the chosen sources.

● Demonstrates elementary researching skills that may include selecting and/or organising

source information. Bibliography may or may not be evident.

● Submits an assessment in mostly their own words, may or may not meet the required

word count.



Comments:


